,
where r is the electronic transmission coefficient, K., the equilibrium constant for precursor complex formation, .,1 the nuclear frequency factor, and AG*, the reorganizational free energy of activation. The latter quantity is made up of an inner sphere contribution aG*is, which may be calculated from the vibrational force constants for the reactant, and the coordinate changes accompanying electron transfer [16, 17] , and an outer sphere contribution aG* 0 9 given by [3] =G*0s
where N. is Avogadro's number, e, the charge on the electron, a, the radius of the reactant represented as a sphere, R, the distance of the charge center of the reactant from its image in the electrode, e 0 p, the optical dielectric constant, E., the static dielectric constant, and e 0 , the permittivity of free space. This estimate of aG* 0 . is based on the Born model, and inherits some key simplistic assumptions, namely, that the solvent is a structureless continuum and that there is no spatial -5-dispersion of the dielectric constant at distances beyond the reactant radius.
For systems in which aG*0s >> aG*is, the nuclear frequency factor is described by the overdamped solvent relaxation model and is given by (9,12] Table 1 . It is clear that there is considerable variation in TL, namely, from 0.2 ps in acetonitrile (AN) to 8.9 ps in hexamethylphosphoramide (HMPA). It is important to point out that eq. (4) is strictly applicable only to solvents for which T L is greater than 1 ps [9] . Data discussed in this paper certainly include solvents that do not meet this criterion, a point which is examined further below.
On the basis of the models described here, it follows that the corrected standard rate constant k 9 c depends on the nature of the solvent in two ways, namely, through variation of the nuclear frequency factor, v,, and variation in the outer sphere contribution to the free energy of activation, aG*os.
When one examines the data published to date (11-15], it is clear that variation due to the nuclear frequency factor predominates. (see Table 1 ).
In analyzing their data, previous authors have 
Rearranging, one may write estimated aG*,, to be 0.9 kJ mol1. Accordingly, from the value of the intercept, the estimate of xKP is 0.48 ± 0.48 pm. While the error in the estimate is large, ,Kp is still two orders of magnitude smaller than the value of 60 pm proposed by Hupp and Weaver (20] and assumed by Opallo (14] . For the cobaltacenium case, when aG*I, is estimated to be 1.0 kJ mol " I [15] , rKp is 2.7 ± 2.8 pm. While larger than that for the 1,4-diaminobenzene case, this result also suggests that previous estimates of xK, are too high.
In assessing the above results one should keep in mind the fact that the longitudinal relaxation time TL, which has the major influence on the observed rate constants, varies with the nature and concentration of the supporting electrolyte [21] [22] .
The values cited previously [13-15] and summarized in Table 1 
